What Were the Nephite Articles of Faith?

The Know

Alma’s discourse on faith as recorded in Alma 32 is continued in Alma 33 and culminates with a declaration of faith. This seven-part statement of belief in Christ focuses on the atoning mission of Jesus as God’s divine son and builds on the foundation laid by Alma about the nature of faith and testimony in Alma 32.

Alma prefaced this concise declaration of his basic articles of faith by recalling the story of the Israelites wandering in the wilderness (Alma 33:19–20). As recorded in Numbers 21, the children of Israel began to complain against Moses, resulting in God sending “fiery” or poisonous serpents to humble them. To cure those who had been bitten by these serpents, Moses erected a bronze serpent on a pole so that “every one is bitten, when he looketh upon it, shall live” (Numbers 21:4–9).

In retelling this account Alma emphasized that the bronze serpent was a type of Christ (Alma 33:19) and likened its miraculous healing powers to the importance of having faith in the salvific powers of Christ. “O my brethren, if ye could be healed by merely casting about your eyes that ye might be healed, would ye not behold quickly, or would ye rather harden your hearts in unbelief, and be slothful, that ye would not cast about your eyes, that ye might perish?” (Alma 33:21).

With this scriptural and rhetorical backdrop in place, Alma concluded his words to the multitude of poor Zoramites, who had come out of Antionium to hear his message (Alma 32:4). Speaking clearly and powerfully, Alma invited them to “plant this word” (Alma 33:23, emphasis added) as the seed of faith in their hearts, namely:

Believe in the Son of God, that he will come to redeem his people, and that he shall suffer and die to atone for their sins.

Alma 33:22

The articles of faith according to Alma include:

1. belief in the Son of God;
2. belief that he will rise again from the dead, which shall bring to pass the resurrection, that all men shall stand before him, to be judged at the last and judgment day, according to their works (v. 22).
redeem his people; (3) belief that he shall suffer and die; (4) belief that he will perform the Atonement; (5) belief that he will rise from the dead; (6) belief that he will bring to pass the resurrection of the dead; (7) belief in the final judgment (see chart below). These articles of faith are consistent with several other prophets who similarly clustered and emphasized many of these particular gospel teachings in their own sermons and writings throughout the Book of Mormon, with Alma's statement on this occasion being the most complete and concise. Each step in this sequence of true and growing faith is essential. Of ultimate importance for faithful believers is to realize that, because of the universal effect of Christ's personal suffering, death, and resurrection, every individual will stand reembodied before the Lord, "to be judged at the last and judgment day, according to their works" (Alma 33:22). It is important to plant and nourish the right seed in order to grow the desired plant.

**THE WHY**

As summarized by John W. Welch and J. Gregory Welch, "One may well imagine that Alma and his followers could have personally recited this declaration in explaining their faith, in much the same way as members of the church today use the Articles of Faith in stating the fundamental elements of their faith." These articles of faith, what one might well call the core of the Nephite Creed, constitute, according to Alma, specifically the "word" spoken of in Alma 32 that followers of Christ should plant in their hearts. "And now, my brethren, I desire that ye shall plant this word in your hearts, and as it beginneth to swell even so nourish it by your faith" (v. 23).

This key point makes it clear why Alma 32–33 should be read together as one complete whole. Originally, these two chapters were not divided. The chapter division between these chapters might mislead some readers into thinking these two chapters are unrelated.

However, when read together, Alma's logic and testimony here becomes clear. If one is to develop faith by planting a seed, as explored in Alma 32, then one must understand what one is to believe in the first place, as clarified by the Nephite articles of faith in Alma 33. Alma can therefore be read as explaining first how to believe (Alma 32) and then what to believe (Alma 33).
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NOTES

1. See John W. Welch and J. Gregory Welch, Charting the Book of Mormon: Visual Aids for Personal Study and Teaching (Provo, UT: FARMS, 1999), chart 42.

2. See 1 Nephi 11:31–33 (Nephi), and 19:9–10 (Nephi summarizing several prophets); 2 Nephi 9:4–15 (Jacob); 2 Nephi 25:12–13 (Nephi); Mosiah 3:5–10 (Benjamin); Mosiah 15:5–9, 20 and 16:10 (Abinadi); Alma 11:39–41 (Amulek); Mormon 9:1–14 (Moroni); see further Welch and Welch, Charting the Book of Mormon, chart 43.

3. Welch and Welch, Charting the Book of Mormon, chart 42.

4. Latter-day Saints typically avoid the language of “creeds” due to an antipathy (beginning with Joseph Smith) towards the classical Christian creeds (see Joseph Smith—History 1:19). However, the word “creed” comes from the Latin credo, meaning “I believe.” At its very basic definition a creed is a statement of faith or belief not unlike the Articles of Faith canonized today. See generally John W. Welch, “‘All Their Creeds Were an Abomination’: A Brief Look at Creeds as Part of the Apostasy,” in Prelude to the Restoration: From Apostasy to the Restored Church, ed. Steven C. Harper et al. (Salt Lake City and Provo, UT: Religious Studies Center, Brigham Young University and Deseret Book, 2004), 228–249; Lincoln H. Blumell, “Re-reading the Council of Nicaea and Its Creed,” in Standing Apart: Mormon Historical Consciousness and the Concept of Apostasy, ed. Miranda Wilcox and John D. Young (New York, NY: Oxford University Press, 2014), 196–217. In fact, the Nephite Creed has parallels with some early Christian creeds, such as the Old Roman Creed from the second century AD.